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ETOY - PLAYING WITH THE CORPORATE GIANT 
 
1 Introduction  
 
"We cannot relate to anyone who is not also relating to us. Our social existence has, therefore, an inescapably fluid 
character. This is not to say that we live in a fluid context, but that our lives are themselves fluid. [*] Only that 
which can change can continue: this is the principle by which infinite players live."  
--- James P. Carse, Finite and Infinite Games  
 
The art corporation etoy has presumably caused RSI not only for its four members, but also for a number of 
journalists throughout the world: Over 150 articles have been published about the group, all of them 
accessible via a media archive on the web site www.etoy.com. Etoy gained the interest of the art and 
business world with hijacking projects seven years ago, and the interest culminated when the Californian e-
commerce eToys filed suit against the Swiss artists in early December of the last year. With 300,000 hits per 
day, eToys is the third biggest e-commerce after amazon and ebay. 20,000 eToys customers per day, 
however, mistype the company's name and arrive at the etoy web site, which is as close a neighbor in the 
realms of dataspace as it is far away in the realms of national business law. The artists, of course, have 
always toyed with the proximity to the big brother, in a way that some art critics labeled sexist and 
immature due to the content of the etoy site. The mockery came to a first peak in the 1996 hijacking 
project, when users of popular portals such as Yahoo or Altavista were taken to the etoy web site at the 
click on a promising link*they found themselves looking at a pierced nipple with the caption underneath: 
"Get the fucking plug-in!" (Grether). Currently, the etoy web site displays a parade of the "dead" soldiers 
who lost their virtual lives in the online war against eToys. By toying with a corporate giant solely over the 
Internet, the Swiss artists questions of an ethics of data space. How far do the national laws reach? Who has 
local control over dataspace and domain names in a global environment? Can Swiss artists mock at 
Californian e-commerce and get away with it? Etoy's answer to these questions is framed within an ethics 
of infinite play.  
 
2 The Organization of the Playful Corporation  
 
Unlike the multinational corporations, the Swiss artist corporation etoy only has one address that serves as 
basis for all operations: www.etoy.com. IRL (in real life), this ascetic way of existence is maintained. Etoy 
operates out of a huge metal container in Zurich, Switzerland, which is equipped with high tech computer 
equipment and oxygen tanks to ensure survival if etoy is being besieged by corporate giants. Recently, 
three more containers were build to ensure etoy presence wherever it is needed. The members of the 
Swiss group are Gramazio, Kubli, Mono, and Zai, who organizes the press relations and acts as the 
mastermind of the group. At the 1996 Ars lectronica Awards, the outfit of the four etoy members attracted 
mainly resentful attention: the boys' bald heads, sunglasses, and orange vests, which were meant to signify 
the interchangeability of the individuals, gave the group the immature look of Techno DJs on vacation in 
Ibiza. In the course of seven years, Zai's outfit changed into a gray/black design teacher look. The containers 
of the matured etoy point to an uneasiness with corporate existence IRL*etoy indeed seems to fight more 
over their domain name than over their steel containers. The containers and their content just can be 
moved. Being a think tank that is distributed throughout the world, etoy today is beginning to be 
conceptualized by Zai as an "elaborate, effective but playful resistance system" on the Net to hold the 
power of the international "corporate giants" at bay. In 1996, the goal of the artists was formulated rather 
differently by Karin Spaink: to "fool around with preconceived notions about the net" was what etoy was all 
about. Etoy's own electronic disturbance theater is now designed as "an overdrive corporation with surreal 
goals," intended to cause "confusion, disturbance, and diversity" on the web (Zai). The Ars Electronica boys, 
so it seems, have matured together with the scope of their ideas. The random structure has been theorized 
anew: etoy provides as think tank the structure and technology for the mocking theater, but the activists 
are distributed all over the globe. This facilitates fast action that undermines national laws and fashions in 



much the same way as the operating system Linux grows. As the Toywar project will show, the participants 
are highly motivated, they develop unconventional solutions, and if "if no one likes [these solutions] they 
die automatically" (Zai). What more could a company wish for IRL? The most interesting aspect of etoy's 
structure is perhaps the business plan. Etoy has nothing to sell except for T-shirts and stocks. This is not 
exactly an impressive product range, given that most companies do not only sell promotional articles 
concerning the conceptual structure of themselves. Microsoft could not exist if it only sold T-shirts with the 
that say "a computer on every desktop," the corporation actually would have to produce something that 
facilitates this development (which it does quite successfully). Thus, etoy neither fits into a standard 
corporation scheme, nor does it fit into the e-commerce scheme. Within the e-commerce scheme, money 
is made without initial investment and revenue: as in the case of amazon, the business idea is enough to 
sell stocks and get market speculation going. When the stock machine runs, money is made off the 
speculation with the idea. Amazon in this way loses millions of dollars each year, and at the same time the 
company's stock market value rises millions of dollars. Etoy conveniently sits in between these two business 
schemes: the new twist in the system is the alleged "cultural value" of the etoy stocks, which make their 
owner part of an art project. Ironically, etoy shares have been compared to the stocks of eToys on the 
market which lost 40% of their value during the lawsuit. The art orporation's stock value has been 
estimated with the takeover-attempt by eToys in January at $500,000 or more. Situated at the border of 
business and art, etoy has thus entered the business world with no product but art shares, and entered the 
art world with actual revenue from the stock market. With such twists in mind, Zai's assertion of the "surreal 
corporation" becomes a workable category for us.  
 
3 Toybombs and Toysoldiers - How a Toywar Was Won  
 
The Toywar project illustrates what happens when the goals of a surreal corporation rub shoulders with the 
goals of a real corporate giant. One of the interesting aspects for the purposes of this paper is that the 
battle was taken from the "real" Los Angeles Superior court room to the virtual environment of the Internet. 
Etoy thus changed the political battle into an ethical battle. I will develop this idea below and restrict 
myself for now to a description of the Toywar project. Reinhold Grether has pointed out the irony of etoy's 
absence from the Net_condition show at the ZKM: the group that caught the greatest public interest still 
escapes the art curators. Maybe the ZKM curators saw in Toywar a video game and not art*the Californian 
e-commerce eToys surely did not see it as mere art after the painful war zone shift from the court room to 
virtuality. As Lev Grossman recounts, the Santa Monica based e-commerce eToys filed suit at the Los 
Angeles superior court against the artists etoy in early December 1999. The e-commerce giant accused the 
Swiss artists of trademark violation. Although etoy has owned a domain for seven years and eToys started 
business four years ago, the company felt that the content of etoy's web site insulted its 20,000 customers 
per day who tried to shop online for toys and not for art. Initially, eToys rehearsed the strategy of suing 
smaller companies to their financial death, but it did not expect etoy's ingenious answer: faced with 
possible bankruptcy IRL, the artists chose the virtual battle field. A Net war game was developed, which 
blurred the boundaries of real life and Net, and network war games and the "serious" rest of the Net: 
Toywar. The members of etoy's mailing list constituted the initial army and were invited to recruit their 
friends. The joined forces quickly formed an electronic disturbance theater which undermined 
conventional e-commerce fights. The story of my participation in the Toywar game as media agent 
"brandyn" might help to illustrate some details of the game. To get into the game, I needed to contact one 
of the active soldiers via their radio, represented in Lego style. My background as student of the University 
of California, Santa Cruz, seemed waterproof enough for agent "blueyes" to send me an e-mail with an 
admission request link to an etoy site. After entering the usual personal information, a stress reaction test 
had to be taken. I had to answer four questionscorrectly, each of which appeared for four seconds on the 
screen of my IBM ThinkPad. After I failed miserably several times with employing a truthful approach, the 
strategy to give the weirdest answer to each question worked. When asked if I could imagine myself to 
have sex with a member of my own sex, I would enthusiastically click on "yes" (IRL, I am not gay). When 
asked if I frequently wake up sweating and with pounding heart from a crazy dream, I again would click on 
"yes" (IRL, this happens rather infrequently). Being able to work under such severe stress conditions, I finally 
received an offer of recruiting, which I confirmed via e-mail. In between the different agent categories, I 



chose the media agent with a little Lego camera. I was eager to report from the battlefield. Nothing stood 
in the way of my take to the toy war as media agent "brandyn." The first log-on to the game left me on the 
battlefield "San Francisco." Apart from me, roughly fifty other agents were on the field: other media agents, 
DJs agents, lawyers, bankers, spies, and soldiers, all represented by slightly modified Lego figures. The usual 
manner of communication in the trenches is a chat-like window where all active soldiers can talk in one 
"room," but one can also send radio messages to the other agents. In another window, one can read the 
latest news about the battle, or change the battlefields from San Francisco to, say, Switzerland (see figure 
below). The different objects such as the orange containers on the field represent the real life etoy 
containers that need to be interacted with. Although this is not the only link between the game, real life 
and "real Net life," out of considerations for the etoy security I will not discuss here the exact processes 
involved in the fight against eToys. What can be said in general, however, is that the task of media agents 
was information collection and publishing, usually in the form of mass emails that are send to friends and 
news agencies. As Grether recounts further, this structure provided the background for an attack on eToys 
in the days before Christmas 1999. As the lawyers of eToys were increasing the pressure on the artists, etoy 
increased Netwar action. Every day, etoy agents bombarded the eToys servers with mails that included 
scripts that worked in much the same way as the FloodNet software of the Zapatista Netwar. One such 
script with the telling name "killer bullet" could allegedly have ruined the whole online business of eToys, 
but the artists refrained from using it. The consideration of illegal action probably played a greater role in 
this decision than the artists' ethics did. The attacking of the eToys server for six fifteen-minute periods on 
ten Christmas shopping days was the beginning of an attack which etoy labeled "toyharbor." Grether's 
description of a sit-in might clarify what toyharbor would have looked like if eToys would not have dropped 
the lawsuit before the attack: A virtual sit-in is little more than a collective, simultanuous requesting of a 
Web site. If one requests a Web site faster than it can be transferred and built up on the end user's screen, 
the server receives, on the one hand, a message telling it that the first request is no longer valid, and on the 
other hand, the new request. Scripts running on one's own computer or on go-between servers automate 
this process, and after a certain number of requests, the server under attack begins to suffer under the 
strain. The creation of a massive public interest in the lawsuit was of primary importance to the artists. Apart 
from the enormous press coverage, numerous "amateur soldiers" who did not participate in Toywar but 
had an interest in etoy victory e-mailed eToys their opinions. Given such a wide echo against the lawsuit, 
the case was finally dropped on January 25, after the day when etoy had "ordered the assembled toy army 
to 'fire' and activists sent over 1,500 'toybombs' to eToys employees" (Aitch). According to The 
Independent, eToys' public relations managers have admitted that public pressure and significant image 
loss made them give in. EToys has also agreed to pay $40,000 legal fees for etoy, but with the dropping of 
the case still leaves the larger issue unsettled: there has been no final decision about Net laws. Regarding 
the future of the fight, Zai states that etoy and eToys "are still closest neighbors […]. We will not be more 
friendly than we were before, so we may have to provoke a little bit more" (Aitch). With the soldiers leaving 
the virtual battlefield, Etoy plans to bring Toywar to the Postmasters Gallery in New York in April 2000 
(www.postmastersart.com). As to the future of etoy, Zai teases in a private e-mail: "After this may? who 
knows* hehe* only [etoy] shareholders know/decide."  
 
4 The Toywar Project and the Ethics of Playfulness  
 
I am well aware of the seemingly paradoxical attempt to extract an ethics of playfulness out of a Net war 
game. Apart from issues raised against an ethics of etoy from anti-war movements, another aspect seems 
to play a great role in the battle: the pleasure of toying with a corporate giant. Fun of the game might 
indeed have been the reason why etoy withheld the "killer bullet" script and continued its mockery. And 
from my participant-observer perspective, the fun part has to be admitted. There was, however, also 
another feeling which I am tempted to link to the infinite nature of the Net. A war game on a CD-ROM is in 
the same way as New Media applications (art projects, hypertext novels) usually a closed environment. 
Within such a closed sphere, surprises and ethical decisions are as limited as the game world itself. The 
relatively recent cultural phenomenon of boredom might be the inescapable outcome of such closed 
environment playing. The open play of Toywar, on the other hand, leads to different conclusions. In an 
open environment, surprises and attacks open up theoretically infinite possibilities of action and reaction. 



This feeling of openness overcomes the Toywar agent when action crosses the boundaries between the 
Net and real life, and the Net and "serious Net life." In such an environment, the play of the Net game 
almost becomes a rehearsal for the play in real life. As Manuel DeLanda has pointed out, when looking at 
CNN's news coverage of the Operation Desert Storm it is hard to tell if the fighters were fighting a virtual 
war or a real one (DeLanda). Playful reading has long been neglected in the Western world. This fact 
becomes ironic when one thinks about the alleged information society: the "playful mode of reading, its 
potentials and limitations, is central to reading in both the Internet and multimedia" (Cubitt 15). 
Furthermore, the "success of the playful mode of reading is in inverse proportion to the cultural scorn 
poured on it" (15). Game playing becomes the means to achieve a "momentary immortality" (18) in the Net 
world which the human imagination has given up IRL. If the openness of Net games complicates these 
features of a closed game, how are we to deal with Toywar? I propose an approach that follows James 
Carse's Finite and Infinite Games. Within the framework of Carse's book, etoy becomes the infinite player 
who defeats the finite one, eToys. The different player status of the companies then suggests that eToys 
had to loose from the moment on in which etoy decided to start the Netwar. The status of Net art which I 
ascribe to etoy results precisely in the field that is between these two strategies (if something can lie 
precisely in between two things): an ethics of dataspace emerges from this void. If, as Larry Samuelson has 
noted, game theory is not so much a theory as a language, the language of game theory seems perfectly 
adequate to this thesis in more detail. In Finite and Infinite Games, Carse develops several distinctive 
features which permit us to extract the status of the finite player for eToys and the status of the infinite 
player for etoy out of the Net war game Toywar. The first rule which is relevant to our game is the following 
one: "no one can play who is forced to play" (4, my emphasis). Without much argumentation it becomes 
clear that etoy is the one who tried to force eToys into the game. To be sure, eToys forced etoy into the 
lawsuit game first, but the virtual counterattack was unforeseen be the company. The power relations 
between the opponents have thus been fluid from the start. The ingenious trick of etoy to move the 
battlefield into virtuality attests to the group's infinite play. If no one can play who is forced to play IRL, 
somebody who is forced to play on the Net has no chance to win at all. The features of the new board are 
too hard to handle: theoretical infinity, speed, uncertainty, allchannel network character. Even if eToys was 
in the Net business, the creative handling of Net features seems to be a totally different world from the 
world of e-commerce, a form etoy commands masterfully. Whereas the computers make the business for 
eToys, and the employees are merely the extension of the machines, the computers of etoy are an 
extension of the artists*creativity is hard to come by in the former environment. Thus, in the language of 
game theory etoy battled a finite game within its own infinite game, and dragged eToys into it. The 
conclusion of the lawsuit which is the goal of the finite play is a mere step to take in etoy's infinite play. 
EToys was forced to play, and was thus doomed to fail from the beginning. The second rule of the game 
concerns a basic philosophical difference between the two players: "Infinite players regard their wins and 
losses in whatever finite games they play as but moments in continuing play" (Carse 4). Finite players, on 
the other hand, play to achieve a definite goal, which is usually the death of their opponent or the gain of 
all money in the game (Monopoly). As Zai has suggested above, the battle for etoy is a continuing one: 
nobody knows how it will continue but it that will go on is certain. Etoy's play thus becomes a classical 
infinite play. EToys were solely after the winning of the lawsuit, a goal which the company lost. The finite 
game of eToys on the greater scale is market domination; the infinite large-scale game for etoy is art. If "all 
the limitations of finite play are self-limitations" (14), eToys limited its game to a conservative market-game, 
whereas etoy opened it up to infinite virtualities. The limits of etoy are the artists' imagination and 
technological failures (if they ever occurred). I would then suggest that the finite game has a strategic and 
political nature, whereas the infinite game has an ethical one. Playing a game is inherently paradoxical in 
the infinite sense and contradictory in the finite sense: the players could at each moment leave the field. 
Playing is only a decision by the players, both have to agree to play players. A player can always throw in 
the towel. As Carse notes, this does not frequently happen: the players take on the paradoxical 
responsibility to play. Which leads us to the ethical aspect. EToys has played because it had to win; etoy has 
played, I would suggest, because of the "experienced [ethical] necessity" to play (15). To be sure, etoy was 
forced to play because of the lawsuit, but the virtuality of the battlefield was etoy's decision. It is precisely 
this decision that makes etoy's game also an ethical one: the group took up the ethical responsibility of the 
artist, in between the actual freedom of not playing and the artist's duty to play the continuing game of 



culture. The notion of playfulness which I am using here thus turns out to be a rather serious one: 
responsibility and ethical considerations seemingly do not belong into the realm of the play. But consider 
Carse: "To be playful is not to be trivial or frivolous, or to act as though nothing of consequence will 
happen" (19). Perhaps, the seriousness of the eToys game can be contrasted with a "serious playfulness" of 
etoy. Seriousness is pressing for a conclusion. Seriousness cannot be uncanny. Seriousness can be creative 
only in the way the "creative people" of the corporate world employ the term (which, to me, it a very sad 
kind of creativity). Serious playfulness knows about consequences of the game. Its not pressing for a final 
conclusion because the conclusion of the finite game would be an interim one. According to Carse, this 
second sort of game is comparable to the drama, whereas the finite game is a theater. The theatrical has an 
end, the players become "themselves" again after the show. The dramatic appears out of an not resolvable 
situation, a dilemma, and cannot end so easily. In a drama, the notion of surprise plays a great role. Theatre 
functions according to a stable set of rules, the actors take on the roles and the audience is expecting an 
outcome in a classical sense, or in a radical sense. Etoy turned the theatrical lawsuit into a drama. But the 
surprise can change the past: it redefines what has happened before. The numerous surprises of etoy 
throughout the battle thus changed the past of eToys*an uncanny thought for an e-commerce giant. 
Suddenly, eToys is visible as the giant, the oppressor of a small art corporation from Switzerland. The 
lawyers of eToys were probably trained against dramatic surprises, but the Swiss artists were "educated for 
surprise" (23, my emphasis). Notions of freedom, responsibility, and education all point to the conclusion 
that the seemingly funny game is, in fact, also an ethical one. Training leads to power, and education leads 
to strength. Power leads to politics, so how do we make sense of Carse's notion that infinite players can be 
"political without politics" (47)? The power that finite players bring to the game manifests itself in their 
titles. A lawyer as a certain power, an executive vice president has a little more of this power. It's all about 
titles, and etoy's game is all about names. The names which the agents chose reflect their personality or 
they might not; they are just names anyway. My recruiter "blueyes" might be a woman with blonde hair 
and blue eyes, and he/she/it might as well be a short black-haired guy. This play with names in etoy's 
Toywar is reiterated in the play with the different jobs. It is not said that toy lawyers have more power than 
toy DJs; in fact, the very opposite might be the case. Nothing is real, but there is a politics (or rather an 
ethics) of playfulness behind it. The acknowledging of the role of a toy lawyer is at the same time an 
agreement to play seriously and something that can be laughed about at the end of the game. The name 
play and title structure leads to the conclusion that the etoy game is horizontal, whereas eToys' play seems 
to be vertical. And the very act of opposing a horizontal alternative to a vertical, hierarchical structure is 
political in itself. The ethical nature of the game was obviously recognized by the many, or else etoy's battle 
strategy would not have resonated within the Internet community so strongly. The underestimation of the 
many by eToys proved fatal: with a global audience it is easier to create a place for reonance than a place 
for amplification. The Internet world chose to resonate for the ethics of Net art. Must data space, as 
Allucquere Stone fears, nevertheless "be viewed [only] as a toolkit for refiguring consciousness in order to 
permit things to go on in much the same way" (Stone 110)? Is it a mere stress reduction strategy for a body 
that is ill-equipped for the information age? In addition the my above discussion that already suggest the 
faults of Stone's fatalistic view, let me give some final remarks. As has become clear by now, "culture [*] is 
an infinite game" (Carse 52). And it is the only infinite game. Etoy does not yet know what these changes 
will bring, but the art corporation creates possibilities for them to occur, as opposed to eToys' fighting 
against such possibilities. In fact, instead of giving people possibilities to play with their children, in opening 
up Netscape and pointing it to eToys, the user closes down such possibilities, and e-commerce makes big 
bucks. For eToys, if culture is anything at all, it is a finite game for the best market position. Against such 
misrecognition of the zeitgeist, Etoy has posed the view that culture is infinite performance. Within this 
concept, the artists have taken the concepts of eToys ad absurdum in labeling its agents as toy lawyers or 
toy bankers*mere cultural toys. In the final analysis, the performance of power which eToys needs to 
sustain the impression of power against employees and against competitors was ridiculed in the Toywar by 
etoy's strategy to deprive the company of its history of power through surprises, and then hit it with a new, 
playful but ethical idea of strength and education. After all, the ethics which I ironically sought to find in a 
Net war game luckily turns out to be peace driven.  
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